DANGER - Compressed Air

Compressed air can be fatal. Misuse of compressed air can have tragic consequences. If it is used on exposed skin, it can cause serious injury or even death.

- SAFE OPERATION - high volume, low pressure provides no risk of skin penetration and is OSHA compliant
- EASY To USE - On/Off touch button with auto shut off
- EFFECTIVE - removes dust and fibres
- COST EFFICIENT - lower operating costs than compressed air nozzle guns
- SAFE NOISE LEVELS - below 78dB(A)

PERFORMANCE & SAFETY GUARANTEED
The use of compressed air for personnel blow down is a serious safety issue in the workplace. ACI’s JetBlack Cleaning Station is a TOTAL SOLUTION for the improper use of compressed air without violating Health and Safety regulations.

Available primarily as a wall mounted unit, the JetBlack has been specifically designed to be installed into a factory floor environment where dust, dirt and fibres need to be effectively removed from personnel clothing and footwear.

The JetBlack is also available as a portable unit where it can be effectively used for removing water and swarf from machined components.

In summary, the JetBlack is SAFE and very easy-to-use. The unit is powered by a high speed blower which produces low pressure - high volume air, and crucially enough air volume to be able to safely remove dust and debris from clothing.

“Safety, noise reductions and reduced running costs are all factors that led to the company installing the blower powered JetBlack de-dusting units.”
Mark Wragg, Trelleborg Sealing Solutions

“The principle advantag seen to be offered by the JetBlack was a safe means of de-dusting achieved through the use of high volumes of air delivered at low pressure.”
Lloyd Fennel, Lafarge Plasterboard

Please note - all technical specifications are subject to change
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JetBlack Cleaning Stations

JETBLACK MODELS

WALL MOUNTED CLEANING STATIONS
- Ideal for entry/exit point of factory floors, canteens, changing rooms
- Touch button for on/off operation
- 115V and 230V, 50/60 Hz units
- Fitted with 1.42m, 56” long hose as standard
- Extras include motor filters for extremely dusty environments
- Robust, rugged design. Main body constructed from high grade plastic.

PORTABLE JETBLACK UNITS
- Speed controllable airflow
- Extra long hose supplied as standard (2.44m/96” long)
- 115V and 230V, 50/60Hz units
- Optional extras include footswitches and air lances
- Carrying handle supplied (weighs less than 7Kg/16lbs)
- Anti Static version available. Designed to remove static charges and dust particles from product surfaces. Ionisation is provided by titanium emitters located in the nozzle of the main gun housing, and is powered by a high voltage DC source.

PERSONNEL CLEANING BOOTH
- Uses two airstreams to effectively clean personnel and remove airborne contaminants
- Stand alone unit contains and controls blower driven air to remove and draw dust particles away from personnel.
- Booth constructed from plywood with white composite finish, extrdue aluminium framework and a mild steel plenum base.
- The cleaning booth can be ducted directly onto an existing extraction system